
BUILDER

RIVA

BUILD YEAR

2018

LENGTH

30m (98ft)

GUESTS

10 in 5 cabins



RAPH SEVEN II, a 30-meter (98-foot) yacht, was conceived by the Riva 
family with the intention of creating a flybridge yacht that encompasses 
all the remarkable qualities of a maxiyacht while remaining just under the 
30-meter length limit.

RAPH SEVEN II YACHT has achieved tremendous success in fulfilling this 
vision, as no aspect of the yacht has been compromised. Every area on 
board the Corsaro RAPH SEVEN II is meticulously designed and crafted 
to provide an exceptional yachting experience, surpassing expectations in 
every way.

MOTOR YACHT FOR SALE



RAPH SEVEN II not only embodies the distinctive Riva style but also 
stands out for its impressive range of amenities and remarkably spa-
cious living areas, surpassing expectations for a yacht of its size. With 
its thoughtful design, it can comfortably accommodate up to 10 guests, 
featuring a master suite, three double cabins, and one single cabin.

The interior of RAPH SEVEN II is carefully designed to provide unpa-
ralleled views of the sea, allowing guests to immerse themselves in the 
beauty of their surroundings. The abundance of natural light fills the inte-
rior spaces, creating an inviting and uplifting atmosphere throughout the 
yacht.

Every aspect of RAPH SEVEN II is meticulously designed with the excep-
tional attention to detail that is synonymous with Riva yachts.

The Corsaro RAPH SEVEN II, a majestic yacht that seamlessly blends 

clean lines with a naturally sleek and sporty profile, embodying elegance 
and grace on the water.

UNIQUE RIVA STYLE

PANORAMIC VIEW

A PURE BEAUTY



Build year

2018

Rooms

5

Cruising speed

24 knots

Engines

MTU x 2

Length

29.9m (98’01’’)

Guests

10

Max speed

28 knots

Generators

Kolher x2

Beam

6.7m (22’00’’)

Crew

5

Cruise range

265 nm

Biminis

2

Fuel capacity

9 000 litres

Crew rooms

3

Range

320 nm

TVA

Acquittée


